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REQUESTOR NAME: Richard T. Landale     BCUC Intervener C1 

INFORMATION REQUEST ROUND NO: 1 

TO:  INSURANCE CORPORATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

DATE:  6 November 2017 

PROJECT NO:  1598929   BCUC 

APPLICATION NAME:  ICBC 2017 REVENUE REQUIREMENT APPLICATION 

My apologies to the BCUC and to ICBC for the disarray of this Information Request,  but the 
Commission declined to grant my request for a two day extension in submitting this IR.  I have 
been without my computer now for more than a week.  Visiting local libraries to snatch an hour 
here and there,  making the research and scripting of this IR very challenging.  I also hope the 
lack of presentation and format does not cause to much of a problem.  Again I apologize. 

 

1.0 Reference: Chapter 3  MINIMUM  CAPITAL  TEST. 

1.1 In the 2016 ICBC RRA,  I submitted the following IR: 
Introduction: Minimum Capital Target “B-3”  page 3-4 
13. The capital management target is defined in Special Direction IC2 as the total of the regulatory minimum 
capital level and a margin representing ICBC’s Basic insurance risk profile and an additional rate smoothing 
margin. 
 

1.1.1 Does the following table correctly reflect Special Direction IC2 ? 
 

Regulatory Minimum Capital Level Basic Insurance Risk Profile Rate Smoothing Margin 

100% 30% 15% 
 

1.1.2 Will ICBC please complete the following table with the Dollar amounts represented 
by these MCT Ratios for  2014,  2015,  2016,  and forecast for  2017 ? 
 

Regulatory Minimum Capital Level 100% Basic Insurance Risk Profile 30% Rate Smoothing Margin 15% 

$ $ $ 

The following is ICBC’s response: 

 

ICBC went on to further explain: 

“The request asks for the 2016 year end and the 2017 forecast.  With the change in fiscal yearend 
occurring in the current year, there is no 2016 year end, but rather a 2016/17 15-month fiscal year which 
ends on March 31, 2017.  Please see the Application, Chapter 1, Paragraph 9 for an explanation of this 
change.  The above table reflects the requested MCT ratio in dollars as at June 30, 2016, the second 
quarter of the 2016/17 fiscal year, and the requested Outlook Basic MCT ratio in dollars for the 2016/17 
fiscal year end.  The requested Outlook Basic MCT ratio in dollars is calculated using the 2016 second 
quarter data and is inclusive of all planned transfers of income and capital from the Optional insurance 
business to the Basic insurance business for the 2016/17 fiscal year”.

C1-4

markhuds
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1.1 continued: 

In this 2017 RRA,  CHAPTER 3 CAPITAL MANAGEMENT PLAN,  this section is extremely short 
on detail,  as a consequence I am unable to place last year’s response in context with this year.  
This is especially in relation to, quote from page 3-4:  (underlined for emphasis) 

After the Optional transfer of $470 million of capital, the Outlook MCT ratio for the end of the 
2017/18 fiscal year (March 31, 2018) is 101%.  

 

All that said: 

1.1.1.  Will ICBC please explain separately the dollar values associated with the Outlook MCT Ratio for 
2017/18 year without the Optional Transfer,  namely 69%.   Is the $470 million to raise the MCT 
from 69% to 101%,  or to 100%.  If 101%,  what would the Optional Transfer dollar value be for 
100% ?  (For reference see 2017 RRA paragraph 16,  page vi, as OIC 326/17 does not stipulate). 

1.1.2. Referencing Chapter 3   C  CALCULATION OF MCT RATIOS,  paragraphs 9,10,11 & 12, and 
Figure 3.2 – 2017/18 MCT Ratios as of the First Quarter of the 2017/18 Fiscal Year ,  ICBC has 
not provided any MCT calculations given to equate to $470 million.  Will ICBC please explain how 
Figure 3.2 calculations so as to arrive at the MCT ratios,  (there are no supporting numbers) ? 
(underlined for emphasis). 

1.2 Again to place full context to this IR,  I have copied from the 2016 RRA the following figure: 

 

1.2.1.1 Will ICBC please provide an explanation and table as noted above, the 
components for this 2017 RRA,  that compares to the 2016 RRA,  APPENDIX 3 A 
CALCULATION OF MCT RATIOS AS OF SECOND QUARTER 2016.  Or as of the last 
available quarter before filing late. September 15th this 2017 year ? 
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1.2.1.2 Will ICBC please elaborate why they elected to omitted in this 2017 RRA for the 
first time full and transparent MCT calculations ?  This is especially critical in this current 
RRA year,  given the dramatic fall of the MCT to 69% outlook at year end.  It is further 
critical (at least to this intervener) to understand the organizational ICBC responsibilities to 
report the dynamics of the MCT with full disclosure and transparency annually in each RRA.  
Thereby maintain consistency from RRA to RRA over time ? 

Again to place full context to this IR,  I have copied from the 2016 RRA the following: 

 

1.2.1.3 Will ICBC please provide an updated Figure 3A.2 (as noted above) to address this 
2017 RRA ? 

1.2.2 Again to place full context to this IR,  I have copied from the 2016 RRA the 
following: 
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1.2.2.  continues: 
 

Will ICBC please replicate the aforementioned table having all the MCT components 
pertaining to this 2017 RRA ? 

1.2.3 Will ICBC please provide in a table of the items that comprise the “sum of risk 
factors related to items on the balance sheet including balance sheet assets, premium 
liabilities, and unpaid claims” ?    (Please reference 2016 RRA - IR # 1.2.4  ICBC response 
for full context). 

1.2.4 Referencing  ICBC response to 2016.1 RR RL.1.2.5  Reference:  Chapter 3 
MINIMUM CAPITAL TEST (as the example),  will ICBC please follow the same table format 
and update accordingly for this 2017 RRA ? 
 

Net Premiums Earned Investment Income Claims Costs Other Costs Net Income (Loss) 

Jun 2016  $1,395 $29 $(1,578) $(199) $(353) 

 

Given the brevity of Chapter 3 in this 2017 RRA,  the discussion that followed last year’s 
table was most helpful,  particularly where it included the $450 million Optional Transfer.  
This IR is requesting an update and in context to 2017 RRA discussion again,  as I said,  it 
was most helpful last year. 

1.3 APPLICATION  paragraph 3, page ii,  Will ICBC please confirm the $470 million capital 
transfer is intended to cover the +13.6% rate deficit that cannot be charged to customers 
for PY 2017. If not confirmed, please explain otherwise. ?  Please also for clarity include 
any appropriate link / reference to paragraph 5 regarding the $415 million and the 13.6% 
deficiency given on pages ii and iii, as this paragraph seems to change the influence to only 
the interim rate…! 

1.3.1 If ICBC confirms the above IR, please explain what impact the $55 million 
remaining balance (i.e. $470-$415 million) will have on Basic insurance. Is the 
entire $55 million attributable to the additional 1% above the 100% MCT 
requirement?  I could not find any point of reference to discuss this $55 million. 
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2.0 RATE CHANGE TO COVER COSTS 

Confusion exists (at least in my mind),  where ICBC says, 10.1% carry forward from 2016 $300 million 
contributes to the 20.0% impact.  OK,  but the confusions comes when comparing how ICBC has 
attributed the Optional Capital Transfer in this PY2017 vs PY2016,  when comparing Figure 2.1 – 
Summary of the Components of Required Premium ($000’s).  Therein;  in PY2016 the $300 million 
contributed to the “Miscellaneous Revenue and Investment Income”,  while in PY2017 same table,  the 
$470 Capital Transfer apparently does not.  If the $470 million had been applied to revenue income it 
would reduce the 2017 Required Premium Revenue from $3,842.7 million to $3,372.7 million.  Given the 
Projected PY 2017 Premium at Current Rate Level of $3,203.2 million,  there would exist a difference of 
5.02%,  not  20%,  or only $169.5 million. 

2.1.1.1 Will ICBC please discuss why in PY 2017 their actuaries did not included the 
$470 million capital transfer in the “Miscellaneous Revenue and Investment 
Income” given to Figure 2-1,  as had been the case in PY2016 ? 

 

 
 

 
 

2.1.1.1 In PY 2016 the $300 million Capital Transfer is labeled income page ii,  in PY 
2017 the $470 million is labeled to restore MCT ratio, page vi.  Please discuss 
the differences when considering that both transfers increased the Basic Net 
Asset value,  and where this difference has had such a dramatic effect on the 
indicated rate change when attributed differently ?  How do these differences 
help the Policyholder,  if at all ? 
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2.0  continues: 

The confusion goes further,  by comparing PY 2017 RRA paragraph 8 page 2-4 and Figure 2.2 – 
PY 2017 Basic Insurance Deficiency ($ 000’s), page 2-5  to  PY2016 RRA paragraph 7, page 2-3, 
and Figure 2.2 – PY 2016 Basic Insurance Deficiency ($ 000’s) 

 
PY2017 

8.  The second step in the rate indication calculation is 
the calculation of “Projected PY 2017 Premium at 
Current Rate Level”.  This amount is the total Basic 
insurance premium ICBC would collect for PY 2017 if 
the current Basic insurance premium rates 5 were 
charged in PY 2017.  Figure 2.2 below compares the 
projected PY 2017 Required Premium of $3,842.7 
million with the Projected PY 2017 Premium at 
Current Rate Level of $3,203.2 million.  PY 2017 rates 
need to increase by 20.0% to provide an additional 
$639.5 million of premium. 
 

 
 

PY2016 
7.  The second step in the rate indication calculation is 
the calculation of “Projected PY 2016 Premium at 
Current Rate Level”.  This amount is the total Basic 
insurance premium ICBC would collect for PY 2016 if 
the current Basic insurance premium rates 3  were 
charged in PY 2016.  Figure 2.2 below compares the 
projected PY 2016 Required Premium of $3,080.8 
million with the Projected PY 2016 Premium at 
Current Rate Level of $2,937.8 million.  PY 2016 rates 
need to increase by 4.9% to provide an additional 
$143.0 million of premium. 
 

Following word for word, in each paragraph and in the tables,  everything including Appendix 
References match up word for word,  only the numbers have changed. 

Now I admit I cannot follow the numerical thread given to both figures 2-1 and 2-2 through all the 
appendices, I get lost. 

But just looking only at the column totals (1), (2) and (3),  they dramatically show a disparity 
between the order of magnitude respectively.  To repeat myself: 

In PY 2017 Basic deficiency between 3,842,677 minus 3,203,176 = 639,501 = 20%  and then: 
In PY 2016 Basic deficiency between 3,080,804 minus 2,937,806 = 142,998 = 4.9% 

“It’s Just Not Possible” 
 

2.1.1.1 Will ICBC please explain why the Commission should accept these 
differences as valid argument in this current PY 2017 hearing to 
acknowledge the 20% indicated rate change level over the 5.02% level 
discussed above ? 
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CAPITAL PROVISION 
 

2.2 In the bulleted paragraph “Capital Provision” discussion on page 2-2,  can ICBC quantify in a 
“Policy Year” table the lost “Capital Provision” since 2016,  including looking forward to the 
outlook to 2020 in the same table ?   It is very difficult to follow all the percentages leading to the 
$415 million figure given therein,  including the references in footnote 3 and 4 to the Special 
Direction IC2 ? 

2.3 In the “EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF RATE INDICATION” page 2-2 the following two sentences 
are copied;  

“3   ICBC’s actuaries have determined the rate indication  of +6.4% in accordance 
with accepted actuarial practice in Canada, subject to applicable legislation.  The 
rate indication has also been certified by the Filing Actuary and a Reviewing 
Actuary as being in accordance with accepted actuarial practice in Canada.” 

2.3.1 Will ICBC please discuss how Accepted Actuarial Practice is in accordance 
with Canadian Standards,  given the Provincial Government by Order in 
Council mandated the +6.4% Rate Increase without using actuaries data,  but 
rather the “Rate Smoothing Provisions” within Special Direction IC2,  as 
summarized in Figure 2.3 – Overview of Impact on PY 2017 Indicated Rate 
Change, page 2-6,  says the indicated rate change should be 20%, not 6.4%? 

2.3.1.1 As given in Figure 2-3,  line 10 – Capital Provision is -13.6%.  where in 
the 2016 RRA Figure 2-3 Line 12 – Capital Provision is 0.0%.  While 
in 2016 the 4.9%  Rate Increase was also mandated by the Provincial 
Government. 
Please discuss the Actuarial Accepted Practice differences to the 
same Line Item – Capital Provision (situations) as reported in Figure 
2-3 ? 

2.3.1.2 Further,  quote:  “As such, the final rate indication is equal to the ceiling of 
the allowable rate change band,  6.4%  and Basic capital will absorb the 13.6 
percentage point rate deficit equivalent to $415 million over the course of PY 
2017.” 
Will ICBC please discuss exactly how the basic capital will absorb the 
$415 million in the course of PY 2017,  and whether this amount will 
be carried forward to PY 2018 as a “Carry Forward Offset” ? 

2.3.2 Paragraph 5 on page 2-2 and 2-3 indicates ICBC “is not inclined” to entertain 
any changes to mitigate the 13.6%  - $415 million differential between the 
indicated rate change and the 6.4% rate smoothing rate increase ceiling 
established by Special Direction IC2. 
It is “Spot-Light” clear ICBC Executive Management are incapable of providing 
the lowest possible Basic Insurance Policy rates on their own merit.  But 
relying on the Provincial Government and an Independent Review to show 
them the way forward,  ICBC says, quote: “there are no known initiatives, or 
combination of initiatives, …. that can be implemented in the time needed to 
achieve more than $415 million of savings for PY 2017.”   This could translate 
to $415 million divided by 3.3 million policyholders, equals $125.8 savings per 
policy,  and at today’s costs,  that is a 10% cost reduction per policy. 
Why does ICBC not know what initiatives are required,  considering ICBC 
have a Board of Directors,  an Executive Branch,  and a huge array of Senior 
Managers and Staff available to develop cost saving initiatives,  please 
explain this conundrum ?  or does ICBC need the Government and another 
Independent Review Report to do it for ICBC ? 
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2.3.3 By comparing 2016 and 2017 Figures 2-3.  In each year the Provincial 

Government mandated through an Order in Council capital transfers to Basic. Yet 
since 2015 ICBC has “relabeled” these transfers and adjusted their impact on the 
Indicated Rate Change in these tables.  For example: 2016 Line Item 10  Income 
Transfers from Optional  -10.7%.  Then in 2017 there in no Line Item “Nothing”.  In 
spite of the fact $470 million is to be transferred to Basic.  Apparently this capital 
transfer is having no impact on the indicated rate change in PY2017 !    See 
footnote 4 on page vi. 
Can ICBC please explain these inconsistencies by adjusting this summary table in 
2017 in order to accurately report the components of the indicated rate change ? 
I suppose under the umbrella of Accepted Actuarial Practices. 
 

To repeat the record,  OIC 326/17 is dated September 5th.2017 ordering the capital 
transfer,  ahead of ICBC filing this current RRA September 15th. 2017, in 
accordance with OIC 310/17.  Coincidentally (I suppose) the same day the capital 
transfer was to have been completed by.  ICBC had plenty of time to correct 
Figure 2-3 before filing on the September 15th. 
 

2.3.4 How can in Figure 2-4 – Summary of Investment Income Components,  item  
"Higher Basic Equity* have ZERO impact on the Indicated Rate Change +0.0ppt,  
when OIC 17-326 directs the $470million Optional Transfer be completed by 
September 15 2017.  Please explain the time lag between Sept 217 and March 
2018 ?  And how the transfer does increase the MCT to above 100% ? 

2.3.4.1 In the event ICBC considers this latest $470 million Capital Transfer 
pertains only to returning the MCT from 69% to 101%,  while not having 
an impact on the indicated rate change,  as noted by its absence in 
Figure 2-3,  within the context of the preceding IR.  Will ICBC please 
discuss how transferring $470 million into Basic capital reserves to cover 
future claims obligations has no impact on the indicated rate change ?  
Especially considering all the capital transfers going back to 2011/12 . 

2.3.4.2 To ensure clarity,  will ICBC please also discuss the $470 million transfer 
is not for capital maintenance or capital build ? 

2.3.4.3 This IR requests the correction to Figure 2-3. And all supporting 
references ? 

2.3.4.4 Adding to my confusion is Figure 2-3 Line Item 1 - Carry Forward of PY 
2016 Rate Offset 10.1%,   Line Item 2 -  PY 2017 Loss Cost Forecast 
Variance 4.9%,  also Line Item 4 -  Loss Cost Trend to PY 2017 8.0%.  If 
future claims drag down the MCT,  then Loss Cost Trend would appear 
to impact the Basic Capital Reserve, and therefore be reflected in the low 
MCT levels to 69%.  The problem I have,  is all Line Items 1,2, and 3 as 
explained in their respective text explanations, where there is no 
reference to the $470 million.  But Line Item 1 refers back to the $300 
million transfer in 2016, quote: 

 “to reduce the PY 2016 rate change to cover costs from 15.5% to 4.9%.  However, this $300 million of 
transfer is a one-time rate offset as the underlying components of rate are not impacted and must be 
reflected in the rate change to cover costs for PY 2017.  The $300 million offset converts to +10.1 
percentage points of the PY 2017 rate change to cover costs (since the amount of offset represents a 
smaller proportion of projected premium at current rate level for PY 2017)”.
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2.3.4.4.  continues: 

Will ICBC please discuss the differences between 2016 and 2017,  as 
their appears to me to be conflicting  impacts, or offsets,  or capital 
build from year to year,  when capital transfers occur “one time” or 
regularly since 2011 ? 

The above IRs are not about whether ICBC or the Government needed to transfer the 
money,  it is about the Actuaries inconsistencies in appropriately justifying and 
proportioning the capital transfers differently year after year.  As reflected by other 
Policyholders filing Letters of Comment with the BCUC.  The bottom line to every 
policyholder,  the money ends up in the Basic Insurance Capital Reserve.  In fact over $1.5 
billion in capital transfers,  one time or other. 

2.4 LOSS COST FORECAST VARIANCE ( LCFV ) 
2.4.1 Comparing PY2017 paragraph 13, page 2-6 with PY2016 paragraph 12, page 2-6, 

it appears ICBC attributes the LCFV differently.  Namely in PY 2017 the LCFV has 
been re-estimated to being a “One-time difference is called the PY2017 Loss Cost 
Forecast Variance” (having $44 average impact per policy).  While in PY2016 the 
LCFV is,  “This difference is called the “PY 2016 Loss Cost Forecast Variance” 
(having a $45 average impact per policy).  (underlined for emphasis). 
Will ICBC please explain the differences and the impact these differences have on 
the Indicated Rate Change of 4.9%,  when in each year PD Claims Frequency  
and higher PD Claims have unexpectedly emerged,  and in PY2017 BI claims 
frequency did not emerge,  at least in terms of the LCFV ?  Why are these higher 
PD Claims “Un-Expected”,  especially considering ICBC projected in PY 2016 
more written policies ? 

2.4.2 Continuing the line of the above IR,  in association with Section B.1 PY 2017 Loss 
Cost Frequency Variance, paragraphs 32 and 33, page 2-13 and Figure 2.7 – 
Main contributors to Loss Cost Frequency Variance, page 2-14.  In this text ICBC 
does refer to BI severity,  and in the Figure BI Frequency and Severity. 

Figure 2.7 – Main Contributors to Loss Cost Forecast Variance 
Component PY 2016 Loss 

Cost Forecast in 
2016 RRA* 

PY 2016 Loss 
Cost Forecast 

Using May 
31,2017 Data 

Total Basic 
Impact on PY 
2017 Rate** 

PD Frequency (per 100 
policies) 

 
PD Severity ($ per claim) 

 
BI Frequency (per 100 
policies) 

 
BI Severity excl prosp 
adjustments ($ per claim) 

 
BI Severity incl prosp 
adjustments ($ per claim) 

 

4.70 
 
 

3,304 
 

1.49 
 
 

49,362 
 
 

47,283 
 

4.91 
 
 

3,761 
 

1.60 
 
 

46,382 
 
 

44,794 
 

+0.9 ppt 
 
 

+2.3 ppt 
 

+5.2 ppt 
 
 

-5.2 ppt 
 
 

-4.3 ppt 

 

Will ICBC please explain how they arrived at the “Total Basic Impact on PY2017 
Rate” of 4.9ppts in Figure 2-3 line item 2,  when the arithmetic in the above table 
shows PD Frequency + PD Severity + BI Frequency = +8.4 ppts,  while BI severity 
excl prosp + BI Severity incl prosp -9.5ppts,  having summed Total Basic impact of 
-1.1ppts ? 
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2.5 D.3.2 PROJECTED PREMIUM AT CURRENT RATE LEVEL AND DIAGNOSTICS FOR 

MODELS, page 2-34,  I am trying to understand where ICBC is suggesting in PY 2017 
they have restated the  “Modeled PY2016” Personal TPB & UMP Premium as $770.83 
for comparison purposes,  which is exactly the same as per Figure B.0.2.1 below.  What 
is ICBC trying to say in this section ? 

 
2.6 The way I read this entire section in conjunction with Appendix B.1.3 and B.2,  nothing 

has “consequently” changed for Personal Coverages,  except to note ICBC is age 
discriminating by targeting Seniors in paragraph 77 page 2-35,  WHY ?   Go after ICBC 
executives pay package,  not Seniors on fixed incomes.  Seniors discounts are protected 
by Special Direction IC2,  and ICBC has no business attacking seniors by “example” ? 

2.7 Why does ICBC not model the Average Premium on all age groups, considering the 
average policyholder is younger than the senior age group ?  stop targeting seniors!  
That said,  will ICBC please add all age groups to Appendix B.1.3, model and historically 
record back to 2012/13 ?  Please keep the Plate Owner Basic Personal Written Premium 
information level for all age groups,  by avoiding “Averaging” and selecting / isolating 
seniors ?  By example the following is a neutral representation of this IR request. 
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3.0 ADVERSE  WINTER  WEATHER  IN  FISCAL  YEAR  2016/17 

CHAPTER 2 APPENDIX D.0  Paragraph 12, page 4 

3.1 Will ICBC please explain exactly what months in Fiscal Year 2016/17 were impacted by the 
“Greatest amount of winter snowfall seen in BC within the Post-Recession time period” ? 

3.2 Will ICBC please provide a table for the winter snowfall months provided by the above IR 
response covering the same time frame months and years since the Post-Recession time 
period to FY2016/17,  and the recorded snowfalls for each of ICBCs 14 Regions / 
Territories in British Columbia ? 

3.3 Will ICBC please provide a corresponding table to the above IR reflecting the number of 
“Elevated Claims” ? 

3.3.1 Could ICBC please explain what possible bias might exist ?  Please quantify any 
and all bias factors sin the Post-Recession time period ? 

3.4 Will ICBC please discuss what specifically means by saying “as these two quarters have 
significant leverage on the selected trends ?  And what are the selected trends ? 

3.5 It is not clear from reading the RRA,  where the last sentence reads, “As a result, many of 
the forecast models are selected over time periods that exclude the last two quarters of 
Fiscal Loss Year 2016/17 in order to avoid this bias”  Will ICBC please discuss this further 
to ensure clarity and understanding ? 

3.5.1 How many forecast models were selected,  and will ICBC please provide the 
source data used in the selected models ? 

3.5.2 What does ICBC mean in the context of “weather” the Fiscal Loss Year 2016/17.  
Please provide a table of the Fiscal Loss Year covering the Post-Recession time 
period that supports this statement. 

3.5.3 And within the context of “weather” what were the attributed Fiscal Loss Year  
dollars ? 

3.6 To clarify exactly what weather conditions ICBC is referring to,  ICBC states “Snowfall”,  as 
distinct to “Precipitation”.  Environment Canada includes “Snowfall and Rain”  in their 
precipitation data ? 

3.6.1 Will ICBC please provide the “Snowfall” data and the source of the data,  with the 
respective link for verification purposes ? 

3.7 By example,  the following table reproduces Environment Canada Precipitation data for 
January, February, March and April in the years 2015,/ 16/ 17.  I had not anticipated a 
longer period,  as purported by ICBC.  In summary,  will ICBC please provide a similar 
graph in support of their statements in paragraph 12 ?      
    http://climate.weather.gc.ca/prods_servs/cdn_climate_summary_e.html 

http://climate.weather.gc.ca/prods_servs/cdn_climate_summary_e.html
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4.0 SECTION B  -  SELECTION  OF  PY  2017  FREQUENCY  &  SEVERITY 
CHAPTER 2  APPENDIX D.0 

I would not ordinarily review Figure D.0.3 – Personal BI Frequency Forecast and Table Values on 
page 5.  But in paragraph 15 on page 4 Personal BI Frequency discussed “Average Winter 
Weather” exclusion. 

4.1 Will ICBC please restate / quantify Figure D.0.3 with the Fiscal Loss Year “Historical Data” in 
dollars,  and include the dollars for the 8 modeled years ? 

4.2 Will ICBC please confirm or otherwise state,  are Fiscal Loss Year dollars “Real” dollar 
losses within the meaning of Profit and Loss standard accounting practices,  or are they in 
accordance with Accepted Actuarial Practice – “estimates” ?  Knowing the answer,  where 
does this Fiscal Year Loss relate to in Figure 2-3 Indicated Rate Change (line item) ?  and 
what is the contributing percentage points (ppt) to that line item ? 

4.3 Can ICBC please explain the modelling number “differences” taken from Figure D.0.3,  as 
shown in the following table ? 
 

FISCAL LOSS 

YEAR

HISTORICAL 

DATA
DIFFERENCE MODELED DIFFERENCE

2012/13 1.21% 0.03% 1.19% 0.00%

2012/14 1.22% 0.01% 1.25% 0.06%

2012/15 1.32% 0.10% 1.32% 0.07%

2012/16 1.43% 0.11% 1.40% 0.08%

2012/17 1.48% 0.05% 1.47% 0.07%

2012/18 1.56% 0.09%

2012/19 1.64% 0.08%

2012/20 1.73% 0.09%
 

4.4 Will ICBC please clarify their statement in paragraph 15 page 4, “   “A five year model was 
selected over the post recessionary model of seven years to place more weight on the 
rate of increase observed most recently, which is greater than the average rate over the 
full seven years”   (emphasis and focus added).  By placing more weight (whatever that is),  
ICBC added a bias in these years,  Why ?,  please explain the rational and objectives.  By 
placing added weight,  how did this step impact the Indicated Rate Change ? 

4.5 It is difficult to understand and place in context the added weight (bias) discussed in the 
above IR to the converse statement ICBC purports in the last sentence, “The last two 

quarters of fiscal loss year 2016/17 are excluded from the experience due to the adverse 

winter weather, as discussed in section A.”   Will ICBC please discuss and clarify their 
meaning and apparent conflict,  at least in my mind ? 

4.6 Given ICBC responses to the above IRs,  what impact does ICBC forecast for the Fiscal 
Loss Years 2017/18, 18/19, 19/20 on the future Indicated Rate Change impact ?  What goal 
is ICBC achieving by using the “Simple 8 Year Regression Model” in Figure D.0.3,  within the 
context of this RRA ?,  What is the Commission supposed to understand ? 

4.7 Will ICBC please explain why the following Figure/s and corresponding Table of Values 
appear to have the same weather link,  but reflect totally different model values and Fiscal 
Loss Years ?  It seems ICBC is using “Adverse Weather Conditions”  as a “Catch All”  in 
Figures  D.04,  D.0.5, D.0.6 and D.0.7 ? 
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5.0 B  FACTORS  INFLUENCING  THE  REQUIRED  RATE  CHANGE 

CHAPTER 2 pages 2-11 and 2-12 

The following graph does not attempt to place 100% accurate dollar figures given to each 
year,  but it does duplicate ICBC’s Figure 2.5 in a “Linear Quantitative” manner.  ICBC is 
invited to provide the correct dollar amounts attributable to each year to improve clarity. 

 
 

Based on the description provided in Section B - Factors Influencing The Required Rate 
Change paragraphs 29 and 30, page 2-11,  the following graph was generated from the above 
graph data 

 
5.1 Will ICBC please confirm or otherwise correct my understanding, the difference between PY 2016 

and PY 2017 is a LCFV of -30 ppts,  as reflected / derived in the above two graphs.  Taking into 
account the estimated dollars values given ? 

ICBC refers to Appendix Set D for explanation,  but quite frankly I could not find the differentials 
ICBCs alluded to in paragraphs 29 and 30. 

5.2 Again for clarity sack, will ICBC please confirm or otherwise correct and inform,  Figure 2-3 line 
items 2 and 3 combine to impact the Indicated Rate Change by as much as 12.9 ppts,  or if my 
understanding is correct from the above two graphs, is equal the difference between PY2016 of $900 
and PY2017 of $930, a difference of $30 ?  Is that millions,  or cost per policy ? or what ?
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6.0 ROAD SAFETY 

6.1 In PY2016 ICBC responded to the BCUC IR 2016.1 RR BCUC.53.1  Reference:  ROAD 
SAFETY Exhibit B-1, Chapter 8, pp. 8-1 and 8-10 Evaluation data,  where the following 
is on record:  “When will this data on other road safety programs become available and 
when will ICBC be able to report on refinements to its programs?   

Response:  

ICBC crash data is now available for 2014 to 2015, and work is underway to build 
reports and facilitate self-serve access to the reports for the Road Safety department.  
That work should be complete early in 2017.  Among other things, this will allow 
engineers in the Road Improvement Program to access the most recent crash data 
when assessing project proposals.”   

6.2 Will ICBC please publish those reports or otherwise summarize the “Crash Data from 
2014 to 2017 inclusive in a informing table by the 14 ICBC Regions/Territories,  as a 
fulfillment response to last year ? 

6.2.1 Further to the above IR, ICBC states in Chapter 8 B.1  ROAD SAFETY 
STATISTICS MONITORING 11.  Crash frequency is the primary statistic 
monitored by ICBC’s Road Safety programs and informs the province’s overall 
road safety performance.  For 2016 (calendar year), the crash frequency was 
10.5%, which is up from 10.2% in 2015, and 9.7% in 2014., page 8-2.  Again in 
the context of the above IR,  can ICBC place these three numbers in context ? 

6.3 D.2   INTERSECTION SAFETY CAMERA PROGRAM  page 8-13 

47.  BC’s ISC program is an automated enforcement initiative designed to reduce motor 
vehicle crashes at intersections and the subsequent casualties and fatalities.  This 
program is a partnership between MPSSG, ICBC, and the RCMP and has been in 
operation since 1999.  The ISC program is an important part of ICBC’s program on high-
risk driving behaviours at intersections.  ICBC’s investment in the ISC program for 
2017/18 remains consistent with prior year’s expenditures. 

48.  The program operates 140 digital cameras installed at high-risk intersections 
throughout BC.  In  2016,  approximately  35,000  ISC violation tickets were mailed,  
which represents a 6% increase over 2015. 

6.4 In PY2015 RRA  ICBC provided a comprehensive response to my IR 2015.2 RR RL.223.A.1-8.  
Will ICBC please repeat that response with all tables again including the PY2015 with data 
updates for PY2016 and PY2017,  so that all the years can be compared sided by side ?  That 
way a trend for any year / location can be seen,  and within the context of paragraph: 

 49.  Further to the government announcement on September 5, 2017, MPSSG and 
ICBC will move to activating intersection (red-light) cameras 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week, up from the current 6 hours per day. 

6.4.1 Quoting from PY 2016 chapter 8 paragraph 16, page 8-5,  
“The study found no evidence of improved driver behaviours at higher levels of Active 
Enforcement,  and increasing the daily hours of ISC Active Enforcement beyond 6 hours 

per day (25% active enforcement) did not appear to reduce rates of red light running” 

Will ICBC please discuss their present implementation strategies and planned 
goals to be achieved by their compliance with the September 5, 2017 MPSSG 
directive,  especially in light of last year’s declared opinion ? 
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6.5 ENHANCED TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM (ETEP),  page 8-1. 
The ETEP is comprised of elements set out in the Traffic and Road Safety Law 
Enforcement Funding Memorandum of Understanding (Road Safety MOU)..This 
program is well scripted in the RRA,  but there are no apparent funding details beyond 
perhaps Figure 8-2 – Road Safety Programs Expenditure., page 8-11. 
Will ICBC please confirm or other state,  does Figure 8-2 represent the entire budgeting 
for  ETEP program in PY2016 and PY 2017,  and the Outlook for PY2018 ? 

 

6.5.1 Will ICBC please confirm or otherwise discuss the planned costs given in the 
PY2017/18 Outlook of $39.8 million to cover the necessary funding for the 
expanded D.2  INTERSECTION SAFETY CAMERA PROGRAM described on 
pages 8-13 and 8-14 

6.5.2 If not, will ICBC please set out in a table all the components associated with 
funding this expanded ISC program,  including the total number of FTE / and or 
Contracted personnel with their related costs ? 

6.5.3 Will ICBC please discuss the components of the ERSE $22.1 million in Figure 
8.2 above,  who exactly is this money to be divided up, consider / refer to 
APPENDIX 8 C TRAFFIC AND ROAD SAFETY LAW ENFORCEMENT 
FUNDING MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING, page 3, quote: 
“(a)    For the Fiscal Year 2017/2018, the sum of $22, 144,359 less the amount 
ICBC spends for the Fiscal Year on Publicity for the Program and for equipment 
and office space for the Integrated Traffic Camera Unit. 

6.5.4 In Schedule C of the MOU, page 9, quote: 
“1.3   The Integrated Traffic Camera Unit (ITCU): The ITCU operates the 
Intersection Safety Camera Program.  This program uses fixed camera 
technology at strategically targeted intersections throughout BC to identify and 
ticket drivers who run  red  lights, with the goal of reducing serious injuries and 
fatalities. The parts of the ITCU that this MOU funds are the costs associated 
with technical enforcement officers and building occupancy costs and parking 
(ICBC directly funds camera equipment and manages ticket processing 
administration)”. 
Will ICBC please break down the all the costs delineated in the above MOU 
clause in a table ? 
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6.5.5 In Schedule C of the MOU, page 10, quote: 

“2.2  Enforcement programs publicity: As provided for in paragraph 12 of this 
MOU,  no more than $600,000 of the annual Program budget is directed 
towards media initiatives that promote enhanced enforcement campaigns.  
ICBC manages these initiatives, augmenting this MOU amount with additional 
funds it provides directly each year”. 
Will ICBC please break down the all the costs delineated in the above MOU 
clause in a table ? 

 
6.6 PROSPECTIVE ADJUSTMENTS  

On page 8-14, Para 49 ICBC noted, quote:  “further to the government announcement on 
September 5, 2017, MPSSG and ICBC will move to activating intersection (red-light) 
cameras 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, up from the current 6 hours per day.”  

6.6.1 Please provide an update on actions taken to operate ICBC’s existing intersection 
cameras full time. With the intersection cameras operating full time,  would that be 
considered for a prospective adjustment and what impact (in dollars, if any) would 
the full time ISC operations have for the 2017 RRA?  

6.6.2 Are there any plans to increase the number of intersection cameras from 140 ? 
Would they qualify for a prospective adjustment and what impact (in dollars, if any) 
would it have for the 2017 RRA ? 

Reasons for these two IR’s: 

PROSPECTIVE ADJUSTMENTS (APPENDICES E.1 TO E.5) Appendices E.0 
Page 1 

3.  There are two main differences between the prospective adjustments that were 
summarized in the 2016 RRA and what is summarized in this Application.  While expenses 
for each of the prospective adjustments (e.g., additional staff, facilities, etc.) were netted 
out from the overall prospective adjustment savings in the PY 2016  analysis, these costs 
are included in the “Controllable Operating Expense” component of the rate change to 
cover costs in the PY 2017 analysis.    (underlined for IR reasons) 
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7.0 B – CAPITAL  MANAGEMENT  PLAN  –  Chapter 3 

7.1 It is a complete understatement by me to say I comprehend the sum of paragraphs 6,7 
and 8 on page 3-2.   Given the varied responses over the years from ICBC,  that amount 
to ICBC employing actuaries to calculate things like:  MCT, Capital Maintenance, Capital 
Management and Loss Cost Frequency Variances to name a few key components within 
any given RRA year over year is beyond comprehension this year,  as so loosely 
described in the noted paragraphs and Figure 3.1 – Capital Maintenance for PY 2017   
on page 3-3.  Part of the confusion (at least on my part) can be attributed to the 
footnotes on page 3-2, quote: 

2  Special Direction IC2 as amended by Order in Council 614/16, August 24, 2016 (B.C. 
Reg. 215/2016).  

3  Note that the exclusion of the unfavourable loss cost forecast variance is not permitted in 
accordance with Special Direction IC2 and the current Basic CMP because the Outlook MCT 
Ratio is less than 130%.   (underlined to focus on the exact text within Special Direction IC2). 

I went to ICBC 2016 RRA page 4 of 4 in Attachment 10 C2: Special Direction IC2,  and 
compared the text as given in this  2017 RRA on page 6 of 7,  in Attachment 10 A3.  
Then I also went to the following link: 
http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/307_2004 (this consolidation is current to 

October 31
st
 2017)  All three “extracts” read the same,  quote: 

“(1.1)  Despite subsection (1) (c) and (e) (i) of this section, for each policy year for which the 
commission fixes universal compulsory vehicle insurance rates, (a)  the commission may,  in 
accordance with the capital management plan, exclude some or all of that policy year's loss 
costs forecast variance from the rate fixed by a general rate change order,” 

7.1.1 Will ICBC please provide their source for “LCFV is not permitted”,  and the 
source to “Outlook MCT Ratio is less than 130%” within the footnote 3,  so as to 
compare exactly the text reference to Special Direction IC2 as of October 31 
2017 version found on the web link given above ?  A similar inference can 
found in footnote 4 on page 2-2,  but this footnote does not divulge the source 
for this text either ? 

7.1.2 Will ICBC please discuss for the sake of clarity,  their intended meaning by 
connecting the LCFV is not permitted because the Outlook MCT Ratio is less 
than 130% MCT ? 

7.1.3 Will ICBC please elaborate on their expectations, influence, (if any),  in respect 
to footnote 3 on page 3-2 is to have in regard to the Commission Panel’s final 
decision ?  If there is no intended influence,  what is the Commission Panel to 
understand from this reference ? 

8. My silence on any other matters not addressed in this Information Request should not be 
construed as agreement,  but rather due to my computer availability, as discussed at the 
beginning of this IR submission. 

All of which is respectfully said,  and submitted, 
Richard T. Landale 
Intervener C1 

http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/307_2004



